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Without  Them, Mat’land  Would’ve Turned 
Into Ruins. Hats Off To Diasporans!  

From the construction of clinics and schools, to the funding of public hospitals and rehabilitation 
of poor roads; the diaspora community has done what the national government has failed to 
do for the Matabeleland region in more than four decades. 

BY DIVINE DUBE, Editorial Director 

There is a general sentiment that the national government 
is not doing enough to address development gaps in 
the region of Matabeleland. Proponents of this school 
of thought argue that the systematic marginalization 
of the region began during the 1980s genocide now 
famously known as Gukurahundi. 

Since 2020, amid the coronavirus pandemic, our 
newsroom—The Citizen Bulletin—has reported with 
dedication about deep rooted challenges bedeviling 
Matabeleland. We shone a light in some of the darkest 
corners in rural Matabeleland and surfaced glaring 
development gaps in underserved communities such 
as Binga, Hwange and others. 

Our well-rounded journalism has not only brought on 
spotlight issues long ignored by the traditional press 
largely controlled by the state, but has given credence 
to what activists from the region have always lamented: 

underdevelopment of the region of Matabeleland, a 
crisis blamed on the central government—the Harare 
administration. 

From dilapidated schools, ill-equipped hospitals and 
potholed roads; the state of infrastructure in the 
region which ironically boasts of goldmines, timber 
and coal amongst others shows neglect, deliberate 
marginalization or both. Efforts by locals to hold the 
central government accountable have yielded nothing. 
At worst, people from the region of Matabeleland 
have been labelled “crybabies” and others arrested 
and incarcerated for urging authorities to decentralise 
government functions, a demand enshrined in the 
2013 Constitution. 

However, seeing that what they are yearning for could 
remain a pie in the sky, some Matabeleland citizens 
based in the diaspora, in particular South Africa and 
the United Kingdom amongst others, have risen to 



the occasion. In the past few weeks, our news outlet 
has been reporting about the incredible work which is 
spearheaded by diaspora members of the Matabeleland 
community. In this Bulletin, we report about an initiative 
in which some members of the diaspora community 
from Bulilima, Matabeleland South have chipped in to 
ease poor access to books in local schools. 

From the construction of clinics and schools, to the 
funding of public hospitals and rehabilitation of poor 
roads; the diaspora community has done what the 
national government has failed to do for the region 
of Matabeleland in more than four decades. For that 
reason, we would like to say ‘hats off’ to diasporans 
for their sterling development initiatives and for 
serving our region from turning into ruins. Had it not 
been for their resilience and passion for community 
development, most of our communities would be 
ravaged by underdevelopment and a sea of poverty. 

Over the past decade, we have seen a situation where 
the national government complements efforts by local 
populations in the development of their communities 
yet in countries with proper government systems, it 
should be the other way round. While we commend 
diasporans for their ardent work, we are dismayed that 
many a times quasi-government institutions such as the 
Zimbabwe Revenue Authority (ZIMRA) throw spanners 
on the way, making it hard for diaspora groups and 
associations to contribute to the development of local 
communities. 

Recently, we heard that a certain community 
failed to get an ambulance donated by members 
of the diaspora to support a local clinic because of 
unnecessary bottlenecks within ZIMRA. We implore the 
Mnangagwa’s administration to ensure that diaspora 
associations and other local development groups get 
the maximum support they need to contribute to the 
development of their communities, and by extension 
their country. This includes ensuring that they import 
duty-free equipment and other resources meant for 
community development. 

In the coming weeks, we plan to profile as many 
changemakers in the diaspora as we can to spotlight 
their amazing work. We believe this will not only 
motivate them to do more for our communities, but 

will inspire others elsewhere to do the same for the 
neighborhoods where the national government is 
absent. If you know someone in the diaspora leading 
positive change and social progress in Matabeleland, 
please kindly get in touch with us through email 
[editor@thecitizenbulletin.co.zw] or WhatsApp [+263 
71 863 6459]. We’d love to hear from you. 
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HWANGE Editor’s Choice

Bullets For Coal: Risks of 
Unregulated Coke Extraction 

In Hwange
Economic shocks caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic has seen an increase in the number 
of Hwange residents visiting dumping sites in 
search of coke to sell. However, this has put 
their lives at risk of being shot at.

by Calvin Manika

Zulani Mudenda (46) of Madumabisa village 2 in 
Hwange says she will not forget 22 August 2020, a day 
which ended in tragedy. 

“There was a loud gun sound and in a twinkling of an 
eye, I felt weak, he was so close to me, he shot me on 
the abdomen, tearing my stomach and exposing the 
intestines,” says Mudenda. 

She was coming back from work at Zambezi Gas. Police 
officers were pursuing illegal coke vendors near their 
residence. Mudenda says although she had seen some 
skirmishes, she didn’t think the police would fire at her.

“When I had just passed a 3.5-tonne 
truck, I saw three police officers 
on foot. They stopped me and I 
immediately complied. Without 
notice, a police officer wielding a gun 
hit me in the stomach.”
Zulani Mudenda, victim of police shooting 

Consequently, Mudenda fell on the ground, lost a lot of 
blood, and was admitted to the Colliery Hospital where 



she had a blood transfusion before being referred to 
Mater Dei Hospital in Bulawayo for further treatment. 

She is one of the two women who became victims of the 
police shooting in Hwange when police indiscriminately 
shot at coke vendors at a Hwange Colliery Company 
dumping site. On the same evening Twaboni Nyoni 
(25), a breastfeeding mother of the same village was 
also left battling for her life.

“It was in the evening while seated at home. I was hit 
unawares, without any involvement in the activities on 
coke. Imagine, just seated home. I was severely injured 
resulting in being referred to St Patrick’s Hospital,” 
says Nyoni

Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights (ZLHR) through 
their lawyer Prisca Dube recently wrote to the Officer 
In Charge (O.I.C) of Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) 
Hwange protesting against the police conduct and 
demanding legal action to be taken.

Through ZLHR, the two women— Nyoni and 
Mudenda— subsequently filed an intention to sue the 
police. Since the police acknowledged the sad incident 
and promised an investigation, no information has 
been availed to the victims; raising concerns the issue 
might have been swept under the carpet by authorities 
to protect the alleged offenders.

Hwange and the surrounding countryside is a centre 
for coal mining. According to Hwange Colliery 
Company Limited, their colliery has proven reserves 
that are estimated to last over 1,000 years, at current 
production levels. Coal has been used for decades 
in power generation and heating various crops and 
minerals in Zimbabwe and abroad.

But, it is the recent developments around coke, a by-
product of coal which has left villagers and civic society 
organisations with questions.

The shooting, displacements, forced labour 
and inhumane working conditions in 

coke oven batteries have drawn parallels 
to the mining of diamond in Chiadzwa, 

characterised by blood.

The incidences of residents visiting dumping sites in 
search of coke to sell have increased as a result of 
economic shocks caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
At the black market, a 50 kg sack of coke sells between 
US$3 – US$5. 

Recently, a 37-year-old woman was buried alive while 
extracting coke at an old mine dumpsite. 

The vendors usually sell to truck drivers at the 
unregulated truck stop at Cindrella, Hwange. The 
official price of metallurgical coke ranges from US$160 
to US$300 with 50-80mm nuts fetching up to US$400 
on the international market.

In 2018 Hwange Colliery Company Limited invited 
bids to revive its coke oven battery which was 
decommissioned in 2014. Of late, Hwange has seen 
a proliferation of many investors in the coke oven 
batteries, while residents are risking their lives for the 
same black rock by-product. 

However, more than 95% of coke oven batteries are 
run by the Chinese. These include the major ones, 
the Zimbabwe Zhongxin Coal Company (ZZCC) and 
Hwange Coal and Gasification Company (HCGC). 

Coke oven batteries are causing various challenges in 
Hwange. Many residents have been arrested in coke 
related activities than coal itself, others like Zulani 
Mudenda and Twaboni Nyoni cheated death and were 
left with a horrible story to tell. 

Greater Hwange Residents Trust (GWRT) condemns 
the excessive use of force by law enforcement agents 
and urges an investigation into events leading to the 
shooting of the two women. 

“There is a need to protect life, especially our residents,” 
says GWRT Coordinator, Fidelis Chima. “We call for a 
full investigation of the matter.” 

In an August 2020 press statement, the Centre for 
Natural Resources Governance condemned the use of 
guns to scare away unarmed informal coke vendors.  



Elderly Citizens 
Abandoned, Hard Hit By 

Poverty
Nationals from other countries make up the 
majority of the elderly community in Mtuya, 
the state of their living conditions is dire. 

by Lethokuhle Nkomo

It is 41 years after Zimbabwe obtained its Independence 
from colonialism, the right of having a safe home and 
shelter are some of the privileges some Zimbabweans 
in other areas are enjoying from the independence, but 
for Mtuya residents it is a different story. 

The residents are still living in houses built by poles 
and mud, a situation not conducive for a semi-urban 
setup as no electricity connectivity is suitable for the 
houses. Unstable thatched roof, small metal ablutions 
are some of the features found in this compound.

Mtuya area is found in the oldest township in Dete, 
Hwange district. The place is popularly known for 
accommodating elderly foreign nationals who 
descended from other countries.

Gogo Banda who is a senior resident of Mtuya sits 
outside her pole and mud house basking, wrapped in a 
Malawian sari, she slowly moves her neatly knitted mat 
to the wall as she tries to lean against the decorated 
and cracked walls. 

She is oblivious of where she will get her next meal. 
With no one to provide for her, Gogo Banda (78) came 
to Mtuya as a little girl when her late parents got a job 
at the Railway station. She has seen all the heydays of 
Mtuya as she is one of the elderly people living in this 
area.

The old township was established in the 1960s and has 
more than 500 houses built initially to accommodate 
migrant workers who were employed by the National 
Railways of Zimbabwe and Dete Ceramics.

“The houses built here were for a 
temporary basis, but they became 
permanent structures.”



Gogo Banda, a 78-year-old senior resident of Mtuya

“Those who came after us managed to build better and 
stronger houses. I once worked for a Tour operating 
company as a housekeeper, as I got older I left the job, 
I now stay with my grandchild since all my children 
left me for greener pastures to South Africa, it's just 
me and my 14 year old grandchild now,” says Gogo 
Banda.

Banda is one of the elderly residents of Mtuya who are 
finding the going tough due to financial constraints.

“I have financial challenges, my health is deteriorating 
daily. I am appealing for well-wishers to assist me with 
food and money for bills,” she says.

Dennis Kawengo (72), an Angolan national says his 
whole life is now in Zimbabwe as he has found solace in 
Dete. “I don't dream of going back to Angola, my home 
which I have known since childhood is Zimbabwe,” he 
says.

An elderly man stands outside his house built using poles and 
mud. Image by Lethokuhle Nkomo | The Citizen Bulletin

Although the foreign national claims to be comfortable 
in Mtuya he expressed his concern over the living 
conditions saying some of the homes collapsed due to 
excessive rains that have been pounding the area this 
year.

“Most of us lost everything in our homes due to heavy 
rains, the roof collapsed even the walls were shattered. 
Some of the senior citizens were even forced to move 
in with their colleagues,” says Kawengo.

“The toilets in our area are in a bad 

state, they are built using poles and 
scrap metals and we are always 
encountering water shortages.”
Dennis Kawengo, an Angolan national

Hwange local ward 15 Councilor Stanley Torima says 
the state of the Mtuya community shows that it is not 
known by the responsible authorities and it is high 
time they know about this community.

“I feel that the government does not know that we 
have a community of the elderly foreign nationals in 
Dete. The area has poor drainage thus the reason for 
flooding in the suburb.”

Torima says the elderly in this community survive on 
handouts, a situation which is disheartening; he also 
blames the government for not reaching out to this 
community.

“I sometimes wonder if really the government does 
not know about Mtuya. Probably this was not brought 
forward to the attention of the Zimbabwe government. 
It’s sad to note that we have 41 years of independence 
while other members are still living in pole and mud 
houses in a semi-urban setup,” he says.

“These elderly have been in Dete for long now making 
them citizens of Zimbabwe, they are ratepayers to the 
council like any other residential area, but the state of 
the houses tells us a different story, they pay for the 
sewer and road service yet they are not even enjoying 
these services,” says the Councilor.





The benefits of mining to the national fiscus 
are positive and have been cited as the best 
vehicle for development. However, for the 
Hwange community, this may not be entirely 
true. 

A Welcome to Hwange signpost is not the only visible 
feature you see which proves that one is in the mining 
Hwange district. The smells of burning coal in the 
atmosphere, the two significant towers exhausting 
smoke in the air at the Hwange Thermal Power Station 
are some of the features which resemble the area. 

Hwange district boasts of various minerals which have 
put the district in the international economic arena. The 
Deka coalfields, Shangano and Sinamatela coalfields, 
Tungsten in Dinde as well as gas and tin dotted within 
the district. 

Zimbabwe is already one of Africa’s biggest coal 

producers with the major producers coming from the 
Hwange district. About a third of Zimbabwe’s electricity 
is generated from the coal-fired power plant which as 
result is channelled to various parts of the country. A 
relatively small but very high-grade tungsten mineral is 
also found in Dinde plus the mineral is of high demand 
in the international market.

Of late, Hwange district is currently a home of 
hyperactive mines with the Ministry of Mines and 
Mining Development benchmarking the mining sector 
to become a US$12 billion industry by 2023. 

President Emmerson Mnangagwa echoed similar 
sentiments saying the mining sector is a “vital cog” in 
the country’s drive towards socio-economic prosperity 
and the attainment of Vision 2030. The increase in 
capacity utilization of operational mines have seen the 
country witnessing “unprecedented investor interest” 
in the mining sector, but residents of the district are 
crying foul for not benefiting anything from the 

by Lethokuhle Nkomo



mushrooming of these mines.

The Hwange District Residents Association Deputy 
Chairman Donnie Mwembe says Hwange district has 
a lot of mining activities but the community is not 
benefiting anything from the activities.

“In a normal set-up, with all these 
mining activities in the district, the 
community should not be crying or 
complaining over the state of schools, 
clinics and infrastructure. We don’t 
even have a technical college in the 
district.”
Donnie Mwembe 

“These mines should contribute towards the 
development of this district like what is happening in 
other mining districts,” says Mwembe.

The miners are exploiting the Hwange resources and 
not ploughing back to the community.

“The Hwange district health sector is dead. People walk 
several kilometres to the nearest health centre. The 
miners should at least build clinics; provide medicines 
whenever it is necessary. We know they make a lot 
of money using our resources and it is our request as 
residents that they put the community they are working 
in as a priority as well,” he adds.

Mwembe says the schools in Hwange rural areas are in 
bad shape as most of them are not even electrified and 
have no laboratories for science subjects.

“Most of the schools in Hwange rural 
have no electricity yet we are the ones 
producing the majority of electricity 
feeding other schools in Mashonaland 
areas.”
Donnie Mwembe, Hwange District Residents 
Association Deputy Chairman 

The residents of Hwange district are urging the miners 
in the district to be accountable when it comes to 

developing the community they operate in.

The Member of Parliament for Hwange Central 
Constituency Daniel Molokele says the mining entities 
in Hwange district have become a thorn in the flesh for 
most communities in the district. 

Molokele says he appreciates past efforts done by the 
Hwange Colliery Company Limited, building schools 
and hospitals for the community.

“The new companies, especially the Chinese owned, 
are not making any efforts to benefit the communities 
they are mining in. The new mines have the goal of 
looting resources and making sure that they loot every 
value they can get from the resources and send it back 
to their country or homes and forgetting about people 
in Hwange.”

“I will justify my point, look at the Hwange gasification 
mine, South mining company and various other mines 
operating in the district, all these have not built any 
significant permanent infrastructure, the reason being 
building permanent structures is not part of their 
mission, they all have temporary structures which they 
will just leave after they are done,” adds Molokele.  

Meanwhile, Dinde community members recently 
resisted the coming of a Chinese mining company 
citing part of the reasons that they will not benefit 
from them.

Morris Sibanda the ward 13 councillor of Dinde says part 
of the reasons why the Dinde community is resisting 
mining investors to come into their communities is 
because they are not going to benefit from them.

“There is a saying which goes like this, once bitten twice 
shy. We cannot be cheated again. We decided to resist 
these Chinese investors because we benefit nothing 
from them, instead, they create problems for us such 
as water pollution and destroying the environment,” 
says Councilor Sibanda.

Although the mining sector is believed to be a vital 
contributor to the country’s economy, the solutions to 
the problems brought in by miners in Hwange remain 
unsolved as community views are not always considered.



BEITBRIDGE

by Lizwe Sebatha

The advent of COVID-19 added a new business 
idea for cross border smugglers who have been 
printing fake COVID-19 negative certificates. 
Now, many have run of luck while others 
remain unfazed. 

While COVID-19 induced travel restrictions 
inconvenienced many, in particular cross-border 
travellers, the same cannot be said for touts at 
Beitbridge Border Post involved in the illicit business 
of smuggling of goods.
 
The same touts, described as organised criminal gangs 
by police, make a living facilitating easy passage to 
border jumpers and desperate travellers exiting or 
entering the country without COVID-19 certificates.
 

In the wake of the outbreak of the virus and as part 
of precautionary measures, all returning residents 
and those exiting the country are supposed to have a 
COVID-19 negative certificate.
 
The COVID-19 tests are priced at anything in the 
upwards of US$50, a figure many have dismissed as 
exorbitant, providing a window of opportunity for 
touts to make money through the provision of fake 
COVID-19 certificates.
 
However, luck ran out for Farai Moyana (42) and 
Trymore Mhlanga (30), all from Dulibadzimu suburb, 
after they were arrested for processing fake COVID-19 
clearance certificates for people travelling between 
South Africa and Zimbabwe.
 
Their trial kicked off on May 4 before Beitbridge 



magistrate Annia Chimweta following their arrest by 
security teams comprising police and immigration 
officials as they went about their illegal business in the 
border town.
 

“It’s no longer business as usual. 
Colleagues are being arrested for 
smuggling and producing fake 
COVID-19 certificates; goods are being 
confiscated by the police and other 
security teams at the border-town.”
Andre Moyo (not his real name), one of the touts 

He bemoaned police crime-busting operations at the 
border-town which he says had left him struggling to 
make ends meet.
 
“They are closing most of our avenues of making 
money. In fact, smuggling is becoming a risky business 
yet it is our only source of livelihood.”
 
In the case of the arrested duo, they face charges 
of violating sections of the Immigration Act and the 
Criminal Law, Codification and Reform Act. A raid 
into their house led to the recovery of fake MED LABS 
COVID-19 clearance certificates.
 
The two were also in possession of a fake Zimbabwean 
immigration date stamp, one fake South African 
immigration stamp, a canon printer, a Toshiba laptop, 
a stapler, a 16 gig memory card and a Toshiba laptop 
they were using to run their operations.
 
According to police, the anti-crime operations at the 
border post began on January 7 targeting touts and 
organised criminals gangs involved in the smuggling 
of goods and other contraband.
 
Illegal border jumpers are also being arrested.
 
The exact number of touts at the entry point is not 
known but from residential addresses given by those 
arrested; they are drawn from all corners of the country.
 
Official records show that around 13 000 would cross 
into both Zimbabwe and South Africa via Beitbridge 
per day. 

“Police warn members of the public against smuggling 
goods into the country and entering or exiting through 
unauthorised points. On 27 April 2021, 209 people 
were arrested for violating immigration laws during 
an operation ‘No to Border Crimes/Mhosva Pamiganhu 
Ngadzipere/Amacala Kawaphele Emingceleni Yelizwe,” 
police spokesperson Assistant Commissioner Paul 
Nyathi says.
 

Since the onset of the operation on January 
7, 2021, 16 069 people have been arrested.
 
Home Affairs and Cultural Affairs Minister Kazembe 
Kazembe adds: “We are aware the Beitbridge border 
stretch is quite long and therefore, it is impossible to 
have adequate manpower at each and every point.

“We have beefed up security personnel, but over and 
above that, we are also in the process of deploying 
new technologies (drones) to be used to patrol those 
areas.”
 

Surveillance drones will monitor security challenges posed by 
smugglers and border-jumpers. Image by IT Web

According to the Zimbabwe National Chamber of 
Commerce (ZNNC), the country could be losing an 
estimated US$80 million monthly due to porous 
borders, lax customs and security systems, translating 
to almost US$1 billion annually.
 
Customs duty is one of Zimbabwe’s largest sources of 
tax revenue, along with individual tax, accounting for 
billions of dollars in annual State revenue that finances 
key Government programmes and pays civil servants.
 
Zimbabwe has borders with South Africa, Botswana, 



Mozambique and Zambia.
 
As Beitbridge touts and hawkers complain over the 
closing of their ‘smuggling of goods cash-cow', analysts 
hail police anti-smuggling operations as necessary to 
protect local jobs and industry.
 
“It’s a positive development for local manufactures 
because they have been crying over a lot of smuggled 
goods into the country and disrupting the local value 
chain. It is going to be good if it’s sustained. We need 
a plan of dealing with smuggled commercial goods 
as they cause company closures and unemployment,” 
Reginald Shoko of the black empowerment lobby group 
Affirmative Action Group (AAG) says.
 
However for Moyo, a self-confessed smuggler of goods 
at Beitbridge Border Post, all hope is not lost, he says.
 
“This is because we are used to these anti-smuggling 
operations. They will get tired,” he confidently says.



BULAWAYO

Community Radio: A 
Lifeline For Creatives and 

A Boon For Pluralism   
The issuing of licences to community radio 
stations comes in as a great equaliser. We 
have said before that the Zimbabwean story 
has been continuously told from a single story 
narrative perspective and this is unhealthy, 
writes Thabani H. Moyo. 

by Thabani H. Moyo

Several months ago, the Broadcasting Authority 
of Zimbabwe (BAZ) announced the awarding of 
community radio licences, a major milestone in the 
broadcasting sector with far reaching implications to 
the arts industry.

In the region, Ntepe- Manana Community Radio Trust 
and Mbembesi Development Trust, trading as Ingqanga 

FM got licenced.

The issuing of these licences has been greeted with 
excitement across communities in the region. 

The development has been long overdue. For a long 
time Zimbabwe has been presented as a mono-cultural 
society because of its reliance on National Radio 
Stations that have bias towards the Shona culture.

These stations were not enough for a multicultural 
society like Zimbabwe. There were outcries that 
Matabeleland cultures were not well represented 
when it comes to programming on these national radio 
stations. 

The issuing of licences to community radio stations 



comes in as a great equaliser. 

We have said before that Zimbabwean story has been 
continuously told from a single perspective and this 
has been unhealthy. The situation lacked pluralism and 
diversity. 

With new community radio stations the marginalised 
communities of Matabeleland now have platforms 
where they can access information in their own 
languages. These radio stations have an important 
mandate of forming positive attitudes towards different 
ethnic groups and cultures in the Matabeleland region. 

By their very nature worldwide, community radio 
stations are expected to usher in pluralism and 
cultural diversity which are basic values of public 
communication. 

Community radio stations must take advantage of 
the fact that radio has mass information distribution 
opportunities. 

Different streams of opinions that will be provided by 
these community radio stations will have to cultivate a 
culture of tolerance towards divergent views. 

The listenership appetites and needs are as varied as 
the languages and cultures that are there. 

Communities will now be able to get current information 
and address social issues affecting them through the 
radio platforms.

We expect variety in programming! We expect variety 
in genres of programs! We expect different and well 
informed standpoints! We further expect the new 
community radio stations to be independent and avoid 
manipulation by powerful members of the community 
and government bureaucrats. 

Their independence will be witnessed in the production 
of their content. The content must reflect the arts and 
culture of the communities they are servicing. Content 
producers living in these communities must be excited 
because they are presented with new possibilities to 
realise their dreams. 

Above all these community radio stations must 
maximise community participation and make it their 
mandate to equip the youth with life skills. 

This is a major game changer and more importantly for 
the arts sector in the region. Over the years musicians 
from the region have lined up to cry foul claiming their 
songs or works are overlooked on national stations.

However, spotlight would be on them once the 
community stations hit the airwaves. It would be 
interesting to see if the marginalisation mantra was 
valid. They have to supply content to the stations, 
quality work to prove that indeed they deserved airplay 
on national stations.

We urge the arts sector to produce quality material. 
Without constant supply of high quality material, the 
stations would struggle to survive. It's time for artists 
to prove their mantle. Excitement alone is not enough!



NKAYI

In Nkayi, Dams Destroyed 
by Rains 15 Years Ago are 

Yet to be Repaired

by Vusindlu Maphosa

For 15 years a village community in Nkayi has 
been surviving without a water source nearby. 
Hope has been raised by recent efforts to 
prioritise a dam critical to the community. 

Ward 12 villagers at Nkayi in Matabeleland North 
are facing serious water challenges after two local 
dams Makwateni and Zeblon, major sources of water 
for households and domestic animals, which were 
destroyed by the rains 15 years ago remain unrepaired 
to date.

During this time the villagers and their livestock walk 
very long distances to the water sources to fetch water. 

Indications are that authorities have not been 
committed to rehabilitating the water sources, 
resulting in a prolonged struggle for the villagers and 
their domestic animals. 

Villagers are appealing for authorities such as the 
Nkayi Rural District Council and non-governmental 
sector to intervene and revive the dams to save human 
and domestic animals lives.

“We are currently having serious challenges in getting 
water even though the rains have this time blessed us 
but we have no water sources close to us after the two 
dams we relied on were swept away by heavy rains. 
We now have to walk for around five to ten kilometres 
to the next water source,” says a villager Sipho Ndlovu.



Nkayi’s ward 12 Councillor Elvis Nkomo confirms the 
water challenges in his ward and says this affects all 
other activities that villagers should be conducting 
for their livelihoods such as vegetable gardening and 
other projects that need water.

“In my ward, there is a shortage of 
dam projects. Most of the dams that 
are there need scooping as they have 
incurred massive siltation. Some of our 
major dams were destroyed by rains 
and we lack funding to rehabilitate 
them.”
Elvis Nkomo, ward 12 Councillor 

Zeblon dam is located at Mazambane village in ward 
12 while Makwateni dam is located at Gamulani village 
in Makwateni area.

“The two dams are no longer holding water, the 
rainwater just passes through them and our cattle no 
longer have water sources to drink from except small 
dams which do not last throughout the winter season 
as they dry up before the next rains come,” Nkomo 
says.

The village community does not have boreholes as a result of 
coal bed in the ground. Image by DNL Partmers

Nkomo says the locals are also reluctant to make efforts 
to rehabilitate the dams as they are now caught in the 
donor syndrome in which they expect NGOs to come to 
their rescue without making efforts of their own.

“People here have a donor syndrome because when 
we tell them to make efforts to rehabilitate the dams, 
they start talking about the need for the government 

being responsible for the work and forget that they are 
also part of the government,” Nkomo says.

Nkomo is not sure of how much is needed to rehabilitate 
the two dams but says he has since raised the issue at 
the council meeting and the council has considered the 
rehabilitation of the dams.

“I have raised the issue of the two 
dams with the council and they have 
since promised to send engineers 
to assess the dams to know what is 
needed and the costs expected for 
the projects so that an action is taken 
soon.”
Elvis Nkomo, ward 12 Councillor 

Nkayi Council Chairperson Jameson Mnethwa says 
there is action being taken on Makwateni dam because 
the dam serves quite a large population due to lack 
of boreholes in the area as a result of coal bed in the 
ground.

“Action is being taken at Makwateni dam soon and 
in fact, there are five dams which need attention but 
Makwateni is the priority. These dams were pending 
when we did budget and Makwateni has larger 
coverage and since there are no boreholes in the area 
people have to go to Tshangane to fetch water.”

According to Mnethwa, when they tried to drill 
boreholes they would find coal. He says an assessment 
of the dam has been made and soon something will be 
done.



Diaspora Community Chips 
In To Ease Poor Access To 

Education Material 
Quality education in Bulilima is being 
hampered by poor access to textbooks 
and other learning material, the diaspora 
community has mended a gap, however much 
more needs to be done. 

by Lizwe Sebatha

BULILIMA

Benson Dube, a retired primary school teacher, 
remembers with nostalgia the ‘good old days’ when 
the student-textbook ratio was 1:1.
 
“For me, that is what made teaching exciting,” Dube 
says.
 
“It made teaching easy and we attained good results.”
 

However, this is a privilege that learners at some rural 
schools in the Bulilima East constituency can only 
dream of.
 
“From a distance, one would be mistaken that learners 
are playing because of the noise generated as they 
scramble for a textbook,” a teacher at some of the 
schools in Bulilima East constituency says.
 
“In some cases, it is even worse because the teacher 
will be the only one with a textbook,” the teacher 
adds, a situation that results in a pile-up of workload 
as they have to transfer what is in the books onto the 
chalkboard.
 

“We have swarms of work to write on 



the chalkboard. When the pupils are 
answering a comprehension passage 
I have to copy it on the chalkboard, 
I cannot dictate it to them because 
they are young.”
A Grade 2 teacher at one of the schools who could not 
be identified for professional reasons
 
She adds: “It (lack of textbooks) presents immense 
challenges upon pupils and teachers alike. In the case 
of learners, at the end of the day they lose out on some 
concepts and it becomes difficult for pupils to attain 
good grades.”
 
A photocopied textbook for any primary school subject 
costs anything between US$6 and USD$10.
 
This means each parent or guardian has to fork out 
over US$100 to purchase textbooks for all the subjects 
for their child at a particular Grade at primary school 
because the Primary and Secondary Education ministry 
is not providing such.
 
“Unfortunately, the majority of parents cannot afford 
that money,” says Bulilima East legislator Dingimuzi 
Phuti as he bemoaned the shortage of textbooks in his 
constituency.
 
With no government help in sight, the community in the 
constituency has been leading a campaign targeting 
their sons and daughters in foreign lands to assist.
 
On May 1, their call for help was answered when 
Sikhumbuzo Mlalazi and Hopewell Masola, both born 
in Bulilima East but now based in the United Kingdom, 
delivered tonnes of textbooks for the worst affected 
schools.
 
They shipped 20 000 textbooks for distribution to 
needy schools.
 

“They shipped the books into the 
country, at their own cost and we 
distributed to needy schools.”
Dingimuzi Phuti, Bulilima East legislator
 

Some of the beneficiaries of the textbook donation 
include Bambadzi primary and secondary schools, 
Mbimba 1 and Mbimba 2 primary school all in Ward 
10.
 

20 000 textbooks were shipped from the United Kingdom. 
Image by Lizwe Sebatha | The Citizen Bulletin

In Ward 15, Longwe secondary, Mboma secondary and 
Sevaka primary school are the beneficiaries.
 
“We chose these schools because personally, I know 
the situation, crisis they face with regards to reading 
materials. Through my ministry, we are also trying 
to make sure that there is internet connectivity and 
access to IT services to bridge the digital divide,” 
adds Phuti who is also Deputy Minister of Information 
and Communication Technologies, Postal and Courier 
Services.
 
At the advent of COVID-19, the government emphasized 
virtual learning but it remains a pipe dream in Bulilima 
East as most of the schools face poor or no network 
connectivity.
 
In 2020, learners in the constituency were among the 
worst affected owing to a lack of e-learning facilities.
 
Radio lessons have also not helped much due to the 
lack of radio access connectivity.
 
“This is the reason why we have consistently fought 
for an education equalisation fund to bridge the 
infrastructure deficits in rural schools,” says Obert 
Masararue, the president of the Amalgamated Rural 
Teachers of Zimbabwe (Artuz) as he expressed sadness 
over the lack of textbooks in Bulilima East constituency.
 



“It is difficult to imagine how these learners are tackling 
comprehension exercises among other tasks. Solutions 
that can be tried include; community networks to 
enhance access to the internet so that learners can 
access reading material online and capacity building 
for teachers on content creation so that content can be 
created locally in line with curriculum dictates.”
 
Masaraure adds that the government should increase 
budgetary support for education to secure adequate 
learning and teaching material.
 
Primary and Secondary Education minister Cain 
Mathema admits rural schools face a crisis emphasizing 
the need for a collective approach to redress the 
shortage of learning material.
 
“We cannot expect our students to perform better when 
teachers are sharing houses, when the students are 
learning in mud-and-pole blocks. We have a collective 
responsibility to address these things,” Mathema says.
 
However, with a lack of redress to lack of learning 
material, rural learners in Bulilima East continue 
suffering.







UMZINGWANE

by Nqobile Bhebhe

With good rains, drought-related cattle deaths 
reduced by as much as 63% in 2019, livestock 
farmers remain in fear of unpredictable 
weather patterns which could change this 
overnight. 

Good Rains Save Livestock 
But Unpredictable Weather 
Patterns Remain A Threat

In the Matabeleland region, cattle have traditionally 
represented wealth and are considered the mainstay 
of the region's economy.

For most people in rural areas, cattle are necessary 
for ploughing and they are the bride price in marriage 
transactions.

If grazing land is ruined by drought, communities fall on 

hard times as this causes countless deaths of livestock. 
Over the past years, recurrent droughts aggravated by 
climate change effects claimed thousands of livestock 
in the region.

That was not the case in 2020 as the region recorded 
an increase in cattle, goats and sheep numbers, and 
statistics from the latest Crop and Livestock Assessment 
Report show.

Ward 17 in Mzingwane district is home to Thembelani 
Nkala.

Nkala says as compared to previous years when he was 
left counting losses after losing as much as 10 beasts 
per year, in 2020, he lost only three beasts.



“We faced many challenges in the village last year 
but our joy came when most of us lost a few cattle. I 
personally lost three due to natural causes,” he says.

“In the past, one could record deaths of up to 10 as a 
result of drought. In 2017, I lost eight. Last year’s rains 
saved our livestock.”

According to the Crop and Assessment Report 
prepared by the Agriculture ministry, Matabeleland 
South recorded an increase in the number of cattle in 
2020/2021.

Drought related cattle deaths were pegged at 3 768 a 
massive decrease from 10 052 in 2019.

The provincial herd count was 629 743 up from 612 
924 in 2019/2020.

Sheep count was 57 702 and increased from 36 723 
in 2019/2020, while there were 488 078 goats and 36 
740 pigs.

However, Nkala is wary that their livestock faces a 
constant threat of thirst-induced deaths when water 
sources start drying up.

“We should be planning and investing in water 
harnessing methods and technologies. Weather 
patterns could change and be worse this year.”

According to the Agriculture ministry report, nationally, 
a total of 10 183 cattle succumbed to drought in 2020 
as compared to 66 088 cattle in 2019.

It attributed the reduction on “Government and 
farmers improving pasture production and provision of 
subsidized commercial feeds in 17 districts by Partners 
across the country.

“Farmers adhering to drought mitigation strategies 
and destocking their cattle so as to purchase survival 
rations for their breeding stock were more resilient to 
the effects of drought.”

However, Nkala is not in favour of destocking.

“If I reduce my herd that means my 

stature in the village also reduces. 
I won’t sell my cattle; that won’t 
happen.”
Thembelani Nkala

“I heard that some desperate villagers are selling 
cattle for as low as US$50 as a result of the outbreak 
of Theileriosis or Disease, a tick-borne infection. As I 
said, for me I would never sell.”

Matabeleland South provincial officer in the Department 
of Veterinary Services, Dr Enart Mdlongwa says farmers 
should be on the lookout for lumpy skin disease.

“In February, almost every district was reporting an 
outbreak of lumpy skin disease.  At that time, up to 10 
cases were reported,” Dr Mdlongwa adds.

In a recent presentation to Parliament, Secretary 
for Lands, Agriculture, Fisheries, Water and Rural 
Resettlement Dr John Basera said this year had 
recorded lower cattle deaths as compared to 2020 after 
Government disbursed livestock treatment chemicals.

“Livestock conditions are fair to good across all 
provinces, with adequate pastures and water. A total 
of 445 000kg out of the expected 1 million kg of 
tick grease has been distributed to households in 25 
affected districts covering 1028 of 4000 dip tanks”.

The timely distribution of dipping material is also 
attributed to fewer deaths recorded in 2020.

“We tried to reach most parts of the province distributing 
chemicals. We think that help reduces deaths. Also 
there was good grazing,” the official added.

On grazing, the Crop and Livestock Assessment report 
said: “Grazing conditions are generally fair to good in 
all districts across the country.  The grazing condition 
in communal areas has improved compared to last 
season. This is attributed to the good rainy season.”

“Livestock condition is generally good to fair across 
the country due to the good and well-distributed rains 
received across all provinces that resulted in improved 
grazing condition.”







SPECIAL REPORT

by Amanda Ncube

For some youths in Matabeleland South, a failure to 
access national identity documents is costing their 
future. 

After dropping out of school because of financial 
constraints, Cephas Dube (20), from Tsukuru village 
in Bulilima District decided to seek employment in the 
informal sector.

Without money to board buses, he walked for more than 
30 kilometres to reach Madlambuzi Business Centre in 
Bulilima. Dube moved from shop to shop without luck.

His hopes were raised when he found an opening at 
a grocery store where they were looking for a general 

hand. Unfortunately, Dube did not have a National 
Identity Card and he failed to secure the job.

Dube stays in a remote area, about 120 kilometres 
from Plumtree town, where the Registry Department 
hardly conducts mobile outreach programmes. He says 
he cannot afford to travel to Plumtree town to obtain 
the crucial document. 

He has lost several job opportunities as a result. 

“People don’t want to employ someone 
who doesn’t have documentation. 
It’s been a while since officers from 
the Registry Department came to 
our village. Sometimes we hear after 



they have gone that they were in 
neighbouring wards serving people.”
Cephas Dube, a 20-year-old Tsukuru villager 

Dube wants to obtain an ID card so that he can get a 
decent paying job, save money and go back to school. 
He stays with his grandmother and two siblings 
whom he feeds through occasional piece jobs in his 
neighbourhood.

Several youths in rural Matabeleland South Province 
especially those in remote parts of the province continue 
to miss out on development opportunities as they do 
not have IDs while others do not have birth certificates. 
The situation has worsened during the prevailing 
COVID-19 pandemic as the Registry Department has 
suspended some of its operations over a long period.

Sinokuthoba Moyo (19) from Sifanjani Village in Gwanda 
says she has also missed out on job opportunities. She 
dropped out of school when she was in Form 3 after 
her father passed on. 

“I don’t have the money to travel to Gwanda Town to 
obtain my ID. Without an ID it means that I will remain 
stuck at home and I won’t manage to develop myself,” 
she says.

Moyo adds that the registry department visits villages 
further from where she is.

Headman Ndolwane, from Bulilima District, says several 
youngsters in the rural areas do not have IDs and one 
of the reasons is the long distances being travelled to 
reach the offices and the cumbersome process involved 
when they do get the chance. 

“There are some vulnerable people 
within our communities who can’t 
afford to travel to towns to obtain 
documentation. The Registry 
Department has been conducting 
mobile outreaches but they don’t 
cover all areas. Some villagers have 
to travel to reach the points for these 
mobile outreaches.”

Headman Ndolwane, from Bulilima District

“Some children lost their parents and are being taken 
care of by their grandparents and their cases are 
complicated. Such cases should be considered. Some 
elderly people have given up on obtaining documents 
for their grandchildren after travelling several times to 
the Registry office without luck,” he says.

Chief Bango in Mangwe says obtaining a birth 
certificate and ID must be a process that is simple and 
easily accessible to all communities. He says just as 
the national government is in a drive to ensure that 
communities can access clinics they have to do the 
same with documentation.

The Chief believes registry offices must be dotted all 
over, even temporarily.

Matabeleland South Provincial Deputy Registrar, 
Edward Dube says they have sub-offices in various 
districts in the province as well as mobile services in a 
bid to reach various wards; however, they are unable 
to cover all villages due to resource constraints.

Dube says the target is to have mobile outreach teams 
visiting all schools in the province each month. The 
COVID-19 pandemic has halted some of the mobile 
outreach programmes which are set to resume soon.

According to Dube, the government is set to launch 
a national mobile outreach programme that seeks to 
cover almost all remote parts of the country.




